For analysis, modeling, and control of manufacturing systems, one of the tools that is extensively used is the Petri net (PN) [34] , [30] , [7] , [15] , [47] , [48] , [33] . Although PNs have proven very useful in analysis and control of manufacturing systems, it can be difficult to draw a PN directly from the manufacturing bill of materials (BOM) [8] , or assembly tree [44] , [45] .
This paper presents the development of a discrete-event controller (DEC) based on the decision-making matrix formulation introduced in [23] , [24] , [25] . Important features of this matrix formulation are that it uses a logical algebra, not the Max/Plus algebra [5] , [6] , [4] , and that it can be described directly from standard manufacturing tools that detail product requirements, job sequencing [42] , [9] , [38] , [39] , [40] and resource requirements [20] , [21] . That is, this matrix-based DEC can be directly written down from the bill of materials or the partial assembly tree. In addition, the DEC can easily be modified if there are changes in product requirements or resources available, making the control of the workcell more flexible and reconfigurable. It can be shown that this DEC is a formalized version of both the "top-down" and the "bottom-up" PN design approaches [7] , [47] , [48] , [14] .
A PN cannot provide a mathematically complete dynamical description of a DES. The PN marking transition equation provides a partial description, but it is incomplete in that it has not yet been demonstrated how to determine the allowable firing vector [34] . It will be shown that the DEC equations presented herein plus the PN marking transition equation provide together a complete dynamical description of a DES. This allows one to control an actual workcell using the DEC logic, and to simulate on a computer the time behavior of the controlled system using the DEC equation plus the PN marking transition equation.
We describe the DEC formulation, present the relationship of this DEC formulation with PN, and actually implement the DEC on an intelligent material handling (IMH) robotic workcell at the Automation and Robotics Research Institute (ARRI), University of Texas at Arlington (UTA). A detailed exposition of the development of the DEC of the workcell is given, including all steps needed to implement the controller. Technical information includes the development of the controller in a graphical environment, LabVIEW. Using our complete dynamics for the DES, we simulate the behavior of the IMH cell with DE controller using MATLAB. The simulation results are compared to the actual implementation results. Considerable advantages using the DE matrix formulation for the development of this controller were found.
II. MATRIX-BASED DEC
A novel DEC for manufacturing workcells was described in [24] [25] [26] [27] , [32] , and [41] . This DEC is based on matrices, and it was shown to have important advantages in design, flexibility, and computer simulation. In this paper, we make the following three assumptions which define the sort of discrete-part manufacturing systems that can be described by Petri nets: 1) no preemption-a resource cannot be removed from a job until it is complete; 2) mutual exclusion-a single resource can be used for only one job at a time; and 3) hold while waiting-a process holds the resources already allocated to it until it has all resources required to perform a job. In addition to these assumptions, we assume there are no machine failures and that the system is regular, i.e., no bottleneck associated [12] , and that the system is ordinary (from the corresponding ordinary PN [30] . ) We show that the formulated DEC allows commensurate advantages in actual implementation on a practical robotic cell. Following the same notation used in [25] , the definition of the variables of the DES is as follows. Let be the set of tasks or jobs used in the system, the set of resources that implement/perform the tasks, the set of inputs or parts entering the DES, and the set of outputs or finished parts/products of the DES. The DEC model state equation is then described as (1) where is the task or state logical vector, is the job sequencing matrix, is the resource requirements matrix, is the input matrix, is the conflict-resolution matrix, and is a conflict-resolution vector.
This DEC equation is performed in the AND/OR algebra. That is, multiplication represents logical "AND," addition represents logical "OR," and the overbar means logical negation. From the model state equation, the following four interpretations are obtained. The job-sequencing matrix reflects the states to be launched based on the current finished jobs. It is the matrix used by [39] , [40] , and others [43] . The resource-requirement matrix represents the set of resources needed to fire possible job states. It is the matrix used by [20] and [21] . The input matrix determines initial states fired from the input parts. The conflict-resolution matrix prioritizes states launched from the external dispatching input , which has to be derived via some decision-making algorithm [31] , [11] . The relationship of these matrices with PNs is shown in the next section.
The state logic obtained from the state equation is used to calculate the jobs to be done (or task commands), to release resources, and to inform about the final products produced by the system. These three important features are obtained by using the three equations:
Start Equation (task commands) (2) Resource Release Equation (3) Product Output Equation (4) Fig. 1 shows the DEC based on the matrix formulation as used to control job sequences and resource assignment of a workcell. Subscript " " on the vectors and denotes "start." Thus, and are outputs from the workcell measured by sensors, while and are commands to the workcell to begin jobs or set resources as "released."
A. Matrix Formulation and PNs
There is a very close relationship between the DEC just described and PNs. The incidence matrix [34] of the PN equivalent to the DE controller is obtained by defining the activity completion matrix and the activity start matrix as Activity Completion Matrix (5) Activity Start Matrix (6) Then, the PNs incidence matrix is defined as
If we define containing the elements (the state controller vector), and as the set of activities containing the vectors and , i.e., then it can be shown that ( ) is a PN [32] , [33] . This allows one to directly draw the PN of a system given the matrices and .
The elements of matrices and , which are "zero" or "one," can be related directly with a PN as shown in Fig. 2 . In fact, is the PN input incidence matrix and is the PN output incidence matrix. The ( elements of ) which are set to "one," state that to fire transition , the job needs to be finished; the elements set to "one," indicate that to fire transition , the resource needs to be available; the elements set to "one," indicate that to start job , the transition needs to be finished; and, the elements are set to "one" to indicate that the resource is released after the transition is finished.
If the marking vector from a PN is defined as (8) for a specific time iteration , then the PN marking transition equation [34] is (9)
B. Complete Dynamical Description for DES
A major gap in PN theory has been its inability to provide a complete dynamical description of a DES. The marking transition equation (9) provides a partial description [34] , but it is not known in the literature how to generate the allowable firing vector . This deficiency is repaired by using the matrix-based DEC controller equation (1) together with the PN marking transition equation. The key is to note that the vector in (9) is identical to the vector in the DEC equation (1). To put the DEC equations into a format convenient for simulation, one may write (1) as or (10) The double negation over is used since we are assuming that the system is ordinary, i.e., only one resource-job type is needed at a time to fire a transition (associated with ordinary PNs [30] , i.e., all arc weight vectors are one). Therefore, for every member of the vector , the double negation is used to obtain "one" if (i.e., resources are available), or "zero" if (i.e., no resources are available). One now has to incorporate the time durations of the jobs and the time required for resource releases. We do this by analyzing the transient Timed Place PN [29] .
Since the duration time of jobs vary for different machines or resources, (9) must be divided in two parts, which is accomplished by dividing each place into two parts. Therefore, is split into two vectors, one representing all available resources and current finished jobs, the available marking vector , and the other showing the jobs in process, the pending marking vector . In this way, we are able to keep track of the status of all pending jobs. Note that only the available resources and finished jobs are allowed to be used to fire the next transitions. The overall marking vector is (11) Splitting into two vectors means that the PN marking transition equation (9) must also be split into two equations. The first part of the equation, representing the pending marking vector, is (12) This equation adds all new jobs into the vector . This vector also contains any unfinished jobs currently in process.
The other part of the equation, representing the available marking vector, is (13) This equation takes away tokens from corresponding to which transitions they are used to fire. Note that adding (12) and (13) gives (9) .
When a transition fires, the tokens go into the pending vector , where they stay until the job is finished. Then, the token is moved into , where it may be used to fire subsequent transitions.
It is necessary now to keep track of jobs in progress, and to move tokens from to , when jobs are completed. In real applications on actual manufacturing processes, we will be sensing the expiration of such finished jobs by either using sensors (e.g., proximity, tactile, etc.) or via notification from the machines or resources. We shall discuss this issue further in our implementation section.
For the purposes of computer simulation, on the other hand, we must find a way to keep track of time lapsed in the processing of jobs. To keep track of the duration time of jobs, we may identify the time required for all jobs or resources by creating a vector Time. Time will have the same size as the marking vector in (8) and may be defined as (14) where is the vector containing the average duration times of each job in , and is a vector containing the times needed by each resource in to become ready to work after being released.
Equation (10) may use only the available marking vector to generate valid transition vectors . The pending marking vector has to be analyzed at each discrete event iteration to check whether or not any pending jobs are finished. The corresponding completed jobs are then moved into . To keep track of the times remaining in each job during computer simulations, we introduce a small constant sample period . We also define a second vector of the same size as Time, and compatibly partitioned, which we call . This vector contains the time remaining for each job, and for each resource release.
is initially set equal to zero. When any token appears in , the corresponding entry of is set equal to the job duration entry from the duration vector Time. Then, each time there is a discrete-event iteration, we subtract from every time in . When any entry of becomes zero or negative, it means that the corresponding job is finished, or resource has been released. Then, the corresponding entry of is decremented and the corresponding entry of is incremented. The job or resource is now available to fire subsequent transitions.
This procedure is easy to write in equation form for the case where there can be only one token in each place. This means that only one job is allowed to be serviced at a time by each resource (e.g., only one job per machine at any given time). In this case, one may write (15) where is a diagonal matrix formed by writing the elements of a vector on the diagonal of a matrix. The last term adds the entire time duration needed for the job to for any jobs newly fired at time . The first term decreases by the times left on every pending job or resource release. The finished jobs are obtained by checking whether any element from is less than or equal to zero, indicating jobs just finished.
Jobs which are finished must be moved from to . To write this in equation form, define a third vector of the same dimension as and compatibly partitioned with Time. Whenever any element from becomes less than or equal to zero, the corresponding element of the expiration vector is set equal to "one" (all other elements are set to zero). Then, the marking vectors can be updated by (16) and (17) Finally, one computes (13) . In summary, one discrete-event iteration consists of computing using (10), then using (15), then determining , and using (16), (17) , and finally, (13) . If there can be more than one token in each place, i.e., more than one job may be accomplished simultaneously by one resource, then (15)-(17) must be modified in a straightforward manner.
Thus, a complete dynamical description of the DES is provided by the PN marking equation (9), which is decomposed into (12) and (13), plus the DEC equation (10) . The job time durations are added using (15)- (17) . This allows one to use these equations to fully simulate the controlled workcell shown in Fig. 1 . We shall use these equations in our simulation section.
III. IMH CELL
The IMH at UTA's ARRI is composed of three robots, three conveyors, ten sensors, and two machines. The picture and layout of the cell are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 . The robot defined as R1, a CRS robot, can perform four different tasks. Two tasks relate to picking up parts type A and B from the Input parts area to be placed over the conveyor denominated B1. The other two tasks relate to picking up final products A and B from conveyor B3 to the output area. A Puma robot, R2, performs three different tasks: pick up parts A from conveyor B1 to M1 (machine one), pick up parts B from conveyor B1 to conveyor B2, or pick up parts A from M1 to be placed over conveyor B2. The Adept robot, R3, also performs three different tasks: pick up parts A from conveyor B2, to conveyor B3, pick up parts B from conveyor B2 to M2 (the machine two), or pick up parts B from M2 to be placed over conveyor B3. Then, three robots manipulate two different parts while two of them The IMH cell is a multipart reentrant flow-line (RFL) problem, shown in flow-line form in Fig. 5 . See [16] [17] [18] for notions on analysis and shared resource dispatching in an RFL.
The DEC matrices in (1) can be directly written down by considering Figs. 4 and 5, which show both job sequencing and resource assignment. For the IMH cell layout, the size of the matrices , and are 20 18, 20 11, 20 2, and 20 10, respectively. Following the design directions from [26] and [27] , and considering the order of the columns of as as as , and as , we obtain the set of matrices shown in Fig. 6 (black and gray circles, respectively, indicate "1" and "0" in matrices). The sparse position of ones in matrices depends on the order one enumerates transitions.
The nomenclature used in the PN is as follows: "PxI" means input parts "x," "RxUy" means jobs "y" is been accomplished by robot "x," "BxyS" means that path for product type "y" in buffer (or conveyor) "x" is busy, "MxP" means machine "x" is busy, "BxyA" means that path for product type "y" in buffer (or conveyor) "x" is available, "MxA" means machine "x" is available, "RxA" means that robot "x" is available, and Fuds are columns for , which will be explained in shortly. In a similar fashion, matrices and are written down as shown in [41] , [26] , and [27] . The PN associated with the IMH cell layout, which models the sequence of operations of the robots, conveyors, and machines, is depicted in Fig. 7 . This PN, as commented earlier, was drawn directly from the DEC matrices and .
This PN shows two linear paths representing the job sequences to manufacture products A and B. The upper linear path contains the operations associated with part A. Between these linear paths the shared robot resources R1, R2, and R3 are located. Outside the two linear paths, the machine and conveyor resources are located. Note that, instead of having three different resources for the conveyors B1, B2, and B3, six different resources are used. This is because of the two different materials paths on each conveyor. For example, conveyor B1 has paths B1A and B1B, which are denoted in the PN as B1AA and B1BA when they are available, and denoted as B1AS and B1BS when they are carrying material.
IV. SHARED-RESOURCES CONFLICT RESOLUTION
One of the strengths of the matrix-based DEC is that different shared-resources conflict-resolution strategies can be implemented by suitably computing , the conflict-resolution input. According to Fig. 1 , this can be viewed as a high-level supervisor for shared-resource dispatching. From the job flow and resource requirement information as contained in Fig. 5 , we are able to formulate the matrices needed for our DEC, but one must be careful. Since the marking transition equation does not identify or distinguish the tasks used by each resource, i.e., robots or machines, it is possible that more than one task is fired for a single available resource. For example, if transitions X3 and X13 fire at the same discrete event, both the jobs R2U1 or R2U2 for R2 can start (i.e., robot R2, PUMA robot, can pick up part A or part B from conveyor B1.), which is impossible. Therefore, a conflict-resolution strategy for the shared resources must be used. By adding an extra matrix , one can administrate or sequence the desired jobs.
Note that the last three columns of , correspond to the shared resource RxAs, or robots "x" available (R1A, R2A and R3A). If we take a look at Fig. 6 , we see that there exist more than one "one" on each of these columns. This means that we can fire several transitions for a single robot availability (i.e., a single robot is used for more than one job). Since it is not possible for a robot to accomplish two jobs at the same time, by adding an extra matrix called conflict-resolution matrix, , we can control which job we want to be fired depending on the specific situation in the cell.
is then constructed by creating a new column for each "one" appearing in for the shared resources. By doing this, every time we get a conflict in any of our robot resources, we simply set to "one" the desired "Fucx" and set the other ones to "zero." For example, if we set to "one" Fuc1, and "Fuc2-4" are set to "zero," we guarantee that only our state will be fired. That is R1A will be assigned to job R1u1. These set of values "Fucx" are then our conflict-resolution input shown in Fig. 1 . A complete detailed firing rule example using is shown in [26] and [27] . Shared-resource dispatching in multipath reentrant flow lines is not an easy topic. Some techniques are given in [18] . For single-part-path systems it is known that LBFS always avoids deadlock. The following conflict resolution for this multipath IMH cell avoids deadlock. It is an augmented version of the LBFS modified for multipath systems (ALBFS). It will be discussed in an upcoming paper dealing with deadlock avoidance for the case of having bottleneck/key resources or nonregular systems [46] , [12] . The following conflict-resolution logic generates using ALBFS strategy in such a manner that deadlock does not occur.
Depending on the way one selects the conflict-resolution strategy to generate , different dispatching rules can be selected. These fall mainly into two categories: buffer and part/machine [31] , [24] . Examples for the Buffer category are FBFS, LBFS, shortest non-full queue, shortest remaining capacity, and shortest queue next. Examples for the part/machine category are shortest imminent operation time, largest imminent operation time, shortest remaining processing time, largest remaining processing time, machine with least work and least slack time. 
V. MATLAB SIMULATION OF IMH CELL
Once having the matrices generated via standard industrial engineering structures such as bill of materials, assembly tree, and resource requirements matrix, a complete dynamical description is obtained via (9) and (10) . Using these equations, one can perform computer simulations of the workcell like those provided by [41] . The time history of the simulation of the IMH cell using ALBFS conflict-resolution strategy is shown in Fig. 8 . This simulation shows an ideal time history development of jobs. We mean ideal time by considering that each time duration of robotic and conveyor jobs endure the same.
In our simulation, machine job times are fixed for every machine. However, we can notice from the figure that machines remain pending until the "machined" part is released from the machine by the corresponding robotic job. We considered machining times 6.4 and 4.5 s for M1 and M2, respectively. We believe these short machining times provide more diversity in the conditions or status of the cell while in operation, allowing different noticeable process time of products for different dispatching rules. Fig. 8 shows a graph representing the discrete events occurring in the workcell. All possible job events of the workcell are shown on the right side of the graph. For example, the upper row from Fig. 8 shows R1u1, which is the time history of the robot R1 (the CRS robot) accomplishing job one, i.e., every "high" level in this event represents R1 performing job one. When the signal is low, the robot is not performing job one.
If we analyze from Fig. 8 the events/jobs having R1u3 and R1u4 titled on its right side, which are the last jobs needed to manufacture products A and B shown in the PN of Fig. 7 , we can see that the DE controller prefers to machine products B rather than products A. Six products B are manufactured after running the cell for 365 s, while six products A are manufactured in 475 s, a 110-s difference. By changing the conflict-resolution strategy , one can change the order of importance that the DEC assigns to manufacture the products, i.e., one might give preference to products A over B, or give them the same "level" of importance.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DEC ON THE IMH CELL
The DEC was implemented using (1)- (10) in the LabVIEW graphical programming environment. In LabVIEW, we can sequence and control different processes at the same time. The processes we are interested in are jobs implemented in manufacturing processes, like robotic jobs, machining jobs, and transferring parts using conveyors. The problem at this point is the way to synchronize such processes that control different jobs for robots and/or machines. Using this matrix formulation for DES controllers, the problem can be solved. In comparison with Fig. 1 , in Fig. 9 we try to represent inside the dashed lines the DEC implemented on a PC using LabVIEW for the IMH cell. This PC-based IMH controller has three serial ports that interact with the three robots which control the sequence of jobs. It also has a DAQ card that receives digital signals from capacitive proximity sensors, which sense the status of parts in conveyors, and sends digital signals to activate machine jobs.
A. Three Levels of Intelligent Control
Note that in Fig. 9 one can find the three levels of intelligent control depicted in [35] , [36] , and [1] . The first level is organization, which is the highest level of intelligence and, in our case, is our DES controller structure: the matrix formulation. The second level of intelligence is the coordination level. This level contains a set of independent modules that are composed by robot programming sentences encrypted in VAL-like commands [37] , [22] (VAL: Victor's Assembly Language, from its creator Victor Sheinman). These program modules define the jobs to be done by the robots (i.e., sequence of VAL commands needed to command robots to perform pick and place tasks). Then, once the task or job is selected by the intelligent organization level, the coordination level sequences the steps needed for each of these jobs. Therefore, for the case of robotic jobs, the IMH cell's coordination level sends commands sequentially to the appropriate robot to accomplish the desired task.
The main purpose of our implementation is to present the advantages and great potential of the organization level, the DEC's matrix formulation, i.e., to decide which jobs to fire or dispatch. The last level of intelligence is the execution level, which is accomplished by the controllers of the robots. For the IMH cell controller, after each independent robot controller receives each VAL-like command via serial port, the robot controllers accomplish low-level control calculations and strategies such as interpolation, proportional derivative (PD) control, proportional integrate derivative (PID) control, fuzzy logic control, neural network, control or any other low-level control strategy to manipulate the robotic arms.
B. DE Controller in Graphical Environment
The purpose of this section is to explain the development of the DES controller using LabVIEW. The key equations of the matrix formulation, once all matrices and are defined, are the transition equation (9) and the allowable matrix vector (10) . A conflict-resolution strategy is used in the internal loop of Fig. 10 , which block diagram shows the label "conflict Resolution." After the internal loop is finished, the final conditions of the marking vector are obtained for the next DE. At this time, we are able to send appropriate job tasks to the resources. Fig. 11(a) shows the LabVIEW block implementation of (9) and (10). The algorithm used in this block is the corresponding MATLAB algorithm MULTOA(X,Y) used by [41] , which obtains the allowable marking vector for the next DE iteration. The input parameters to this block are , and iterations. The "iterations" variable came from (9) . The term from (9) receives the next marking vector. However, if iterations is set to 2, the diagram will calculate the marking vector as if were used in (9) . By applying the conflict-resolution strategy ALBFS, the real IMH cell DES output behaves as shown in Fig. 12 . This figure was obtained in real time directly from our DEC implementation in the graphical environment, LabVIEW. Fig. 12 shows the discrete-time duration of the robotic jobs. Notice that the time duration of the real IMH workcell run is in terms of discrete-event intervals, while the simulation shown in Fig. 8 is in terms of time. The total discrete-time duration differs by 12 s, but what we believe is important is their consistency in the dispatching sequence. In this figure, the event times for the machines are not shown since we administrated the "machining" time duration by controlling the activation of air-pressure valves from the PC DAQ card. We allowed exact time duration of such jobs and so we allowed the machines to remain pending until the corre-sponding robotic job releases the part from the machine (as we did in simulations). Notice in Fig. 12 that all the same robotic jobs have different time durations from each other, a particularity of real manufacturing systems. In comparison, only small deviations between our previous simulation and the real system behavior are noticed. The differences are due to the phenomena produced by the differences in time duration of the jobs.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The decision-making matrix formulation controller supervisor proposed in [24] [25] [26] [27] , which provides the capability to analyze and control a DES, was implemented in a graphical environment, LabVIEW. The DES controller manipulates/sequences a workcell composed of three robots, three conveyors, 12 sensors, and two simulated machines. It is shown that once all information about the manufacturing process is available (i.e., using industrial engineering tools such as bill of materials, assembly tree, and resource-requirements matrix), the controller is easy to implement in the matrix formulation. Also, it was shown that the matrix formulation of the DES controller can give the PN description of the system, as demonstrated in the simulation The arduous process of building the PN diagram, which is useful to analyze the DES, can be avoided. The matrix DES controller was used both to simulate a robotic cell using MATLAB and to actually implement the supervisory controller on the workcell using LabVIEW. The simulations of the controlled DES and the transitions and jobs of the real implemented controller are basically the same, showing the usefulness of simulations using the DES controller's matrix formulation.
Future research on deadlock avoidance and shared-resource conflict-resolution strategies for the case where we have nonregular systems will be performed.
